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THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLERShortlisted for the Irish Book Awards 2021'A great

achievement . . . brilliant, engaging and essential' Colm Tóibín'At once intimate and epic, this is

a landmark book' Fintan O'TooleWhen Dubliner Derek Scally goes to Christmas Eve Mass on a

visit home from Berlin, he finds more memories than congregants in the church where he was

once an altar boy. Not for the first time, the collapse of the Catholic Church in Ireland brings to

mind the fall of another powerful ideology - East German communism. While Germans are

engaging earnestly with their past, Scally sees nothing comparable going on in his native land.

So he embarks on a quest to unravel the tight hold the Church had on the Irish.He travels the

length and breadth of Ireland and across Europe, going to Masses, novenas, shrines and

seminaries, talking to those who have abandoned the Church and those who have held on, to

survivors and campaigners, to writers, historians, psychologists and many more. And he has

probing and revealing encounters with Vatican officials, priests and religious along the way.The

Best Catholics in the World is the remarkable result of his three-year journey. With wit, wisdom

and compassion Scally gives voice and definition to the murky and difficult questions that face

a society coming to terms with its troubling past. It is both a lively personal odyssey and a

resonant and gripping work of reporting that is a major contribution to the story of

Ireland.'Reflective, textured, insightful and original ... rich with history, interrogation and

emotional intelligence' Diarmaid Ferriter, Irish Times'An unblinking look at the collapse of the

Church and Catholic deference in Ireland. Excellent and timely' John Banville, The Sunday

Times'Engaging and incisive' Caelainn Hogan, author of Republic of Shame'Remarkable . . .

Essential reading for anyone concerned about history and forgetting' Michael Harding'Fair-

minded . . . thoughtful' Melanie McDonagh, The Times'Very pacey and entertaining . . . and it

changed how I regard Ireland and our history for good. Fantastic' Oliver Callan'Original,

thought-provoking and very engaging' Marie Collins'A provocative insight into a time that many

would rather forget' John Boyne'Challenging' Mary McAleese'Explores this subject in a way

that I've never seen before' Hugh Linehan, Irish Times
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book.To my parents, Frances and Joe, with thanks fortheir belief. And to Till, for hope.‘The

name of the game was Salvation, the object to get to Heaven and avoid Hell. It was like Snakes

and Ladders … everything was subject to spiritual accounting … there was a snake called

Presumption that was just as fatal as the one called Despair. (It really was a most ingenious

game.)’David Lodge, How Far Can You Go?PrologueIt is high noon near Dublin’s Heuston

Station and I’ve paused to take in the scene. The low, grey summer sky promises drizzle any

minute. From all directions, the trickle of papal Mass-goers is turning into a flood. The last time

people marched this way for a Pope, the quays of the River Liffey were in what seemed like

terminal decline – the once proud red-brick houses lined the river like broken-down teeth with

shattered window cavities; half-demolished brick piles held together by braces, and gaps filled

with scrub and rubbish.Waiting on the footpath, I survey the Dublin I see before me, and

consider how utterly it has changed from the city that was once my hometown. The ruins are

renovated and, at ground level, occupied with shops that signal the new prosperity. When Irish

people celebrate the breaking of bread today, it is more likely to be sourdough and produced

by tattooed hipsters in faux artisanal bakeries than silent nuns in convents. Passion is the word

used to sell Ireland’s new holy water – coffee – rather than to remind the faithful that Jesus

Christ died on the cross for the salvation of their souls. The decrepit old Strumpet City is

cleaned up and is now a playground of nail bars, tanning salons, cupcakes and CrossFit.Once

Dublin streets echoed with street-trader voices, like a profane Gregorian chant – ‘Pears – foive-

for-feeeefty. Herdled or Press.’ I never noticed the chorus had vanished until hearing it again –

the voices back for one day only. ‘Pope Fraaancis posters, plaques and scaaaarves.’ But

business is as slack as the papal flags, hanging limp in the heavy air. Many of the Mass-goers

learned their lesson at a concert for the Pope in Croke Park the night before, when flags they

bought on the way in were confiscated moments later because the plastic flagpoles posed a

security risk. In Ireland’s twenty-first-century Rock-Scissors-Paper game of belief systems,

Health and Safety always wins.Health and Safety has also imposed a huge security cordon

outside the already sprawling Phoenix Park and people are converging having walked for up to

eight kilometres to get here. Over 250,000 tickets have been distributed for the Mass, a quarter

of the number that attended in 1979. Those who attended the 1979 Mass tell me it felt like a

triumph. In retrospect, it was a final dip in a font of holy water before the water evaporated,

leaving a residue of filth in its wake. While this 2018 Mass is a comfort to some, for many in

Ireland that it’s happening at all is a provocation.With my mind wandering idly, it takes a

moment to take in fully the approaching anachronism – a nun in full habit who looks about my

age. Sr Deirdre Tymon tells me she is originally from Roscommon but lives and works as a



Carmelite in a home for the aged and infirm in Germantown, upstate New York. She has five

nieces with her, tweens and teens, all with long reddish hair, freckles and in leggings. They are

taking a break, too, before the uphill march through the Parkgate Street entrance to the park.Sr

Deirdre has been in the US for twenty years and is back especially for the papal Mass. Swirling

in my head is a list of questions and issues I’d like to put to her but I am here today as an

observer, I tell myself, not a journalist on a deadline to file a ‘colour’ piece. No leading

questions, I decide, just open ones.Now that she’s back, what does she make now of the

mood?‘There’s a real anger,’ she says. The anger comes from a continued failure by Ireland’s

Catholic Church to address fully the clerical child sexual abuse scandal, she says. Neighbours

in Co. Roscommon who used to be very pious are now ‘giving out yards’ about the Church. The

abuse, the cover-ups, the state collusion, the apologies, the pain, the wasted lives, the broken

families. In sum: the agony of grappling today with what was once Catholic Ireland. Then,

without a moment’s hesitation, or any leading questions from me, something pours out of this

young Sister that she has clearly been reflecting on for some time.‘There is anger,’ she repeats,

‘but I sense it is an old anger.’ Some of the anger directed outward, she thinks, is from people

who are unable to rid themselves of an inner rage that has been building in themselves at

something inherited from Famine or Penal times, or perhaps even earlier.‘People put the

priests and bishops on a pedestal and they are angry now at themselves for doing it,’ she says.

‘The current younger generation is taking them down but the anger at the past remains.’But

when I look at the crowd passing me – papal Mass-goers and apathetic Dubliners out for some

Sunday shopping – no one looks angry. Can you be both angry and apathetic? I wonder. Or

angry yet calm? On my way here this morning I have been struck many times by the easy,

gentle demeanour of the Mass-going crowd. I felt it when crammed into the Luas tram and as

we glided, without a murmur of protest or a sharp remark or elbow, through the city centre to

today’s last stop, Smithfield. The driver, aware of the trudge down the quays ahead of us, told

the passengers apologetically, ‘I can get you no closer to the Pope.’ Everyone chuckled as they

disembarked. Like the sing-song voices of the street traders, this softer spirit is part of the

atmosphere of my childhood, something that I didn’t notice disappearing.These people remind

me of a quieter Ireland that no longer exists. Like Sr Deirdre, I have been out of the country for

two decades. The Ireland I return to is a second home now. A place of good chats, bad

organization and gentle social control that I can handle for about a week, no problem. It has

taken twenty years but I no longer have strong feelings about the place. It just is the way it is,

and I decided it wasn’t for me.I still have very mixed feelings towards the Irish Catholic Church,

but I’m no longer angry with it. That has taken a while, too. It is as it is, in seemingly terminal

decline, and I have the luxury, living in Berlin, of not being exposed to it every day. I didn’t have

to get children baptized just to get them into a local school. Away from the daily reality of life in

Ireland, and its Church, I am what you would call a grappling Catholic: unsure of church

doctrine and uneasy about its effect on my life, yet better able now to appreciate the beauty,

and see how many of the toxic elements I remember were as much Irish as Catholic.As Sr

Deirdre steers her nieces off towards the park, a new announcement comes over the loud

speakers. With ninety minutes to Mass-time, the colour-coded routing system imposed by

Health and Safety has been abandoned. Anyone can enter by any gate, regardless of their

ticket. I laugh at the mild anxiety I was feeling about being turned away from the most

convenient – red – entrance though I hold a green ticket. The years in Germany, where

systems are imposed and must be obeyed regardless of need or common sense, have left

their mark. In contrast, Ireland likes to devise systems and rules that are rarely enforced, or so

flawed they are abandoned when the collective embarrassment or chaos outweighs the



collective value.And yet these deep deposits of common sense and pragmatism in our national

DNA didn’t prevent the Catholic Church from being able to dominate this land completely and

absolutely for most of the twentieth century. Why, I wonder, did we, as a nation, let it? How did

the Church establish and consolidate power with its rules and systems? Were we browbeaten

into obedience, in all places, at all times, as a modern narrative goes? Or did we accommodate

ourselves with it because, often, it suited us? Was our unquestioning deference to the bishop a

Catholic thing or a part of our inherited colonial deference to power? Even in the modern age,

by which time humans had learned to split the atom and splice DNA, why was it impossible for

so long to separate the Catholic and Irish elements of our identity?Heading into the Phoenix

Park, it occurs to me that I could be on holiday in the Alps, reading a mindless thriller with a pot

of tea. But instead I am here among the crowd of papal extras asking myself impossible

questions. Trudging forward, under a purple sky worthy of a Cecil B. DeMille biblical epic, I feel

a storm brewing.Walking through the park I look left and right, wondering where Tony Walsh

had his hideaway here for abusing boys. In journalist Mary Raftery’s explosive 2002 television

documentary Cardinal Secrets, Darren McGavin recalled the priest bringing him to this park on

his ninth birthday and pushing him over on to his stomach.‘He just went straight into me and he

just kept going … for fucking ever,’ he said, recalling how the priest wiped his bottom with a

purple sash and brought him home.Catching sight of the looming steel cross, a souvenir of the

1979 papal Mass in the park, I wonder how many gathering here accept that the legacy of

abuse – of children, of power – is as much a part of our country’s history as the 35-metre-high

cross.At a time like this, perhaps distance is the most potent form of protest. The story of this

papal visit will not be how many came to the events, but how many stayed away. The previous

day, walking through the city centre, I noticed a modest crowd gathered behind barriers on

O’Connell Street to wave at the passing Pope on his arrival. I walked northwards, along the

east side of Parnell Square and on to North Frederick Street where a man was dancing in a

spontaneous pavement protest. Blaring from speakers in his van was Australian singer Tim

Minchin’s explicit ‘Pope Song’ about allegations that Pope Benedict XVI helped cover up abuse

claims during his predecessor’s time as Pope. After angry references to apostates and papists,

the man is now bouncing around to Minchin’s lyrics that, if the Pope covered up child abuse,

he’s as bad as the paedophile priest.On Parnell Square, at the Garden of Remembrance, a

protest has been called in parallel to the Phoenix Park Mass. Around 5,000 people hold cards

reading ‘Truth, Justice, Love’. Performance poet Sarah Clancy reads:Cherish the shame they

implanted in whole generations.Cherish the suicides – collateral damage in an otherwise

virtuous struggle.Cherish the ring-kissers who made it all possible …There were lots of ring-

kissers then, even in my own profession. From my bag I dig out the reissue of the September

1979 edition of the Sunday Independent that covered Pope John Paul’s visit – reproduced

nearly thirty-nine years later to mark this second papal visit – and read a headline with a now

ambiguous papal exclamation: ‘“I am expressing my sense of what Ireland deserves.”’‘He came

to us yesterday from the east across the river of time,’ an unnamed reporter wrote, ‘the son of

Poland held out his arms for the embrace of Mother Ireland and she grasped him to her bosom

as if welcoming home a long lost child.’ As I read on, wearing my professional hat, I can’t

decide if it would be better if the reporter believed what he was writing, or didn’t believe it but

wrote it to capture the public mood. When I ask people who were present in 1979, many admit

feeling part of an elated collective – a memory that some would now prefer to forget.I have the

perfect excuse for my absence in 1979: I was in the terrible twos and, from what I hear, a

potential danger to the public. Had I been covering the event back then, though, I can easily

imagine myself writing copy to capture the mood as I gauged it – while quietly seething at the



social pressure to be present and enthused. Had I been there privately, maybe I would have

cheered along like everyone else.Even if the crowd knew we were not as we presented

ourselves to the Polish Pope in 1979, perhaps we liked being seen as he apparently chose to

see us? How would I feel now, I wonder, if I saw my face in a still image of the largest mass

gatherings in Irish history – a local version of Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of Will, captured in

bright John Hinde colours?I meet a shop-owner acquaintance who stayed as far away from

Pope Francis as he did from his Polish predecessor. However, unlike in 1979, when strangers

came in to berate him for keeping his shop open, business was brisk during the 2018 Mass. ‘I

wonder,’ he says, laughing, ‘how many of those who went along in 1979 are acting as moral

arbiters of those who choose to go now?’Saturday evening. Pope Francis has been in Dublin

for about eight hours as I take my place in the Cusack Stand in Dublin’s Croke Park. I’m at the

Festival of Families, a concert to mark the Pope’s arrival at the 2018 World Meeting of Families

(WMOF). This second-ever visit of a Pope to Ireland has none of the significance of the first.

Pope John Paul II’s visit was staged as a triumphalist celebration of Irish spiritual

exceptionalism. This visit is turning out to be more of an attestation of Irish spiritual

indifference. Apart from those who have bothered to get out and protest, that is – those angry

about the Church’s abuse legacy, its treatment of women, and the WMOF organizers’ views of

family that, in their eyes, excludes those who identify as LGBTI.Still, many Irish Catholics have

embraced the five-day WMOF event as a chance to take stock and meet like-minded people in

what many find an increasingly hostile atmosphere. ‘Practising Catholics in Ireland are a

minority now,’ says Ann from Mayo, sitting between me and her nodding husband. I watch them

watching the evening, drawing comfort from its messages about the value of faith and

traditional families in times of crisis. They hold hands when Andrea Bocelli sings ‘Nessun

Dorma’ and ‘Ave Maria’.Their first big cheer of the evening, with the rest of the crowd of

80,000, is to greet Pope Francis into the stadium as actor Patrick Bergin sings Leonard

Cohen’s ‘Anthem’. After a slow circuit in his Popemobile, the Pope settles onstage. He seems

slightly distracted – perhaps dazed from his ninety-minute meeting with clerical abuse

survivors which ended barely an hour before his arrival here.There are prayers, more songs

and videos of traditional families discussing Catholic faith in their lives. But the final, loudest

cheer of the evening is for a stirring performance of Riverdance. As the professional dancers

onstage build to the finale, they are joined by hundreds of amateurs lining the pitch perimeter.

The footwork, logistics and stage craft delight the audience. As the evening air turns chilly, they

wrap themselves gladly in its cultural comfort blanket.I leave my seat and battle through the

nostalgic haze, looking for the exit, thinking of how much Ireland has changed since

Riverdance first exploded. Back then, it was sold to us as Irish dance rediscovering its mojo,

the looseness and vitality it had before killjoy Catholic bishops imposed stiff bodies and arms to

avoid ‘occasions of sin’. A quarter of a century later, looking back, Riverdance seems more like

a last jig at the Catholic crossroads. A few months before Riverdance’s premiere in Dublin, as

the interval act at the 1994 Eurovision Song Contest, Fr Brendan Smyth of the Norbertine

order was charged with a range of child sexual abuse offences in Northern Ireland; by the end

of that year, delays over his extradition to the North contributed to the collapse of the

government in Dublin. And exactly a year after the Riverdance spectacle, in April 1995, Andrew

Madden became the first victim of clerical child sexual abuse to go public in Ireland. Neither

Ireland nor the Catholic Church were ever the same again.The following afternoon in the

Phoenix Park, I have lots to contend with: Mass-goers around me, drizzle above me and Daniel

O’Donnell’s voice within me. As Catholic Ireland’s favourite crooner finishes his set under the

papal cross, I try to shake off the raindrops – and my continuing feeling of ambivalence.The



sky is leaden with cloud but the crowd is bright with chatter. What’s striking is how so many

conversations – without any prompting from me – drift to the abuse legacy. A woman from

Sutton, near where I grew up, tells me in a matter-of-fact voice how she often had Fr Ivan

Payne, a notorious offender (Andrew Madden’s abuser), at her kitchen table. When I ask her

how she feels about that now, she falls silent.Things are about to get going but even judging

from ground level, it’s a low turnout. Later it is estimated at just 150,000, down 85 per cent on

the 1979 numbers. The largest group in Ireland today is clearly the stay-at-homes.For me, the

2018 papal Mass is a sombre affair. In his opening words, Archbishop of Dublin Diarmuid

Martin speaks of Ireland’s fragile faith and the ‘hope of a spring for the Irish Church … that

does not wish to cover up the harshness of dark days’.That prompts the most memorable

moment, when Pope Francis departs from the usual opening liturgy to read a handwritten note.

It is his personal, unparsed response to his meeting with clerical abuse survivors the previous

day. Having listened to their stories individually, he described abusing clergy and religious as

‘filth’. Improvising in the Phoenix Park, he turns the Penitential Act of the Mass back on the

Church itself. Instead of asking the crowd to reflect on their sins, he asks for the Church to be

forgiven: for abuses of power, abuse of conscience, sexual abuses and religious who looked

away. But few notice what he’s doing.In conclusion, Francis heeds the advice given to him the

day before by Clodagh Malone, a woman born in a mother and baby home and adopted at ten

weeks: he asks forgiveness for ‘all the times single mothers had been told that to seek their

children, whom they had been separated from, was a mortal sin, and sons and daughters who

were told the same’.‘This is not a mortal sin,’ he says, to rising applause.For younger ears it is

an anachronistic aside but for older listeners, in particular women separated from their

newborn children, it is hugely important. Many survivors say afterwards hearing these words

from the Pope is a huge relief. I find myself wondering why it has taken so long – and an

Argentinian Pope, a self-described ‘man from the end of the earth’ – to say what these

damaged people needed to hear? After years of apologies, genuine and qualified, what

prevented Irish bishops from making this apology?It gets to Communion and I watch as dozens

of old white men in white vestments and cellophane rain ponchos parade through the crowd in

columns to distribute the host. I’ve seen enough and leave. It feels like a requiem – and I hate

being anywhere at the end.Catholic Ireland – adjective and noun – shaped us as a people

more than we will ever know. In the last twenty-five rancorous years of scandals – pursuing

overdue justice for victims and survivors of abusive clerics and religious – there has been little

time or capacity to reflect on the trauma that remains.One ascendant camp of Irish society

rejoices at Catholic Ireland’s slide; the other camp, once in the majority, mourns its decline.

Between these camps, though, I see many silent people, as bewildered by the fall as the rise.

When I ask these people about the recent past, I hear what sounds like the same uneasy

silence that’s in my own mind. Something about this past is gnawing at me. Despite full

exposure, as a member of the last generation to have a full Irish Catholic childhood, I have a

very shaky grasp on Roman Catholicism. I feel too young to grasp the sorrowful mystery that

was Catholic Ireland, or carry any significant scars, yet old enough to feel its lingering

effects.Two decades living in Germany has given me distance – and an idea. I wonder would it

be possible to apply to our Irish Catholic story some principles of German

Vergangenheitsbewältigung – the process of coming to terms with the past? The basic rule

underlying that tongue-twister of a word was learned the hard way by Germany in the last

century: you cannot be blamed for a past beyond your reach, but that does not absolve you of

responsibility to try and understand it, either. I want to understand how my Catholic past went

from rigid reality to vanishing act – now you see it, now you don’t. To do that, though, I need to



understand how Catholic Ireland rose to glory and shrivelled up in shame. Until I do that, I

cannot have a proper parting.Part OneTHE LEANING TOWER OF PIETY1. The feathers of

scandal‘Beneath the trees where nobody seesThey’ll hide and seek as long as they please

…’Jimmy Kennedy and John W. Bratton, ‘The Teddy Bears’ Picnic’Dead leaves follow me

through Edenmore, the wind carrying them on a final, scratchy dance. It’s a cold January day

and, somewhere nearby, I hear the ice-cream truck on an optimistic round, kerb-crawling for

trade. The warbling melody takes me back thirty years, echoing through Edenmore, winter or

summer. The tune’s pitch, I always noticed, is distorted by wind and motion – and now by

memory. I’ve always disliked ‘The Teddy Bears’ Picnic’, particularly the creepy lyrics by Omagh

native Jimmy Kennedy. In hindsight, I hate it even more.If you go down in the woods

todayYou’re sure of a big surpriseIf you go down in the woods todayYou’d better go in disguise!I

pass my old primary school St Malachy’s, a three-storey concrete bunker. Opposite is St

Eithne’s Girls’ School and the local pub, The Concorde, which has now outlived its grander,

aircraft namesake by twenty years. It occurs to me that I’ve never been inside, reminding me

how I have always felt a sense of belonging and not belonging to this place.I was raised, one of

five children, in an in-between place. Our family home was built on the outskirts of Raheny, a

suburban village on the north side of Dublin. Our street of private houses was built around the

corner from the Dublin Corporation’s 1960s housing development named Edenmore. At St

Malachy’s in Edenmore, I sat alongside boys from the corporation houses. I didn’t really fit in. I

was bookish, not sporty. I liked serving at Mass. I didn’t understand the rules of the street as

they did. The Edenmore boys and I never quite clicked. The class question was there, but

unspoken.My tenuous sense of connection to Edenmore has lessened further after two

decades away. And yet here I am, walking streets that have always been both familiar and

strange: Edenmore Avenue, Edenmore Drive, Edenmore Gardens … almost 1,000 plain

houses with pebbledash facades.I keep walking and thinking. I pass a shrine to Our Lady for

victims of the 1981 nightclub fire that killed forty-eight people, and then enter a park that was

once a landfill site. The grass here gets waterlogged when it rains heavily. Who knows what’s

under there? I always meant to ask more.There is a lot buried in Edenmore that I have always

meant to ask about. Above all, the unfinished business of our past. When I raise it, people say

it’s ancient history or didn’t affect them. Sometimes I sense a gap between the awful facts they

mention in passing and their matter-of-fact tone. Something happened here that didn’t affect

people. Or it did affect them and they’re not interested, not able or not willing to talk. I’m here to

give it a final go.St Monica’s Church is an elongated prism of brick, glass and tile that once had

seven weekend Masses and full pews. But in the late 1990s, things flipped from religious

parish to secular neighbourhood. Today the church capacity has been reduced, and still the

three weekend Masses are half-empty, attended mainly by older people who won’t be here in

ten or twenty years’ time. Attendance is dropping so fast that, at some Masses, the brass

memorial plaques on the pews outnumber the attendees. People come and go, as much out of

habit and social outlet as faith. Even Christmas Mass two weeks previously was a dispiriting

affair: a sparse crowd, fluorescent lights that cast a curious green glow, a three-sentence

sermon.As I gaze at the building, I’m wondering why the slump here happened so fast, and

with so little fuss. And will anything be left here in twenty years’ time? Does anyone here care?

Before this part of my past dies, I would like to know what finished it off. Not to apportion blame

or pronounce sentence, just to understand.St Monica’s was only supposed to be a temporary

church but, over half a century later, it’s still in use. Monday morning Mass is just finishing as I

enter. With its blond wood benches and pink carpet, it’s more functional than frills. And yet,

when I allow it, I notice how much emotion this place stirs in me. The church is steeped in



memory, particularly of my time as an altar boy.I walk up through the church and through a

door to the left of the altar into the low-ceilinged sacristy. A modest space of drawers and

cupboards, seeing the yellow marble-effect counter top prompts the first flashback. My first

panicked taste of alcohol: a careless altar boy trying to sup up the Mass wine I’d spilled on the

counter before it dripped on to the floor.Leading off the sacristy and down a narrow corridor

behind the altar, a space like the backstage of a theatre, I reach the dim, disused area that was

once the altar boys’ changing room. It’s like a passage tomb now. There are no altar boys. Even

the altar girl phenomenon has died out. And yet everything else is still here, covered in dust

and grime. In the corner is the small nook with a sink, used to fix up the altar flowers.

Whenever I was in here on my own, I liked to mess with the green blocks (the trade name

Oasis pops back into my head) used to arrange the flowers. When saturated with water, the

green substance held the flowers in place and kept them alive. Dried out, you could stick your

finger into a block or break off a corner and rub it between your fingers. With very little effort,

something that seemed firm could be reduced to dust. It’s an apt image for what has happened

here: this church is dried out, a block of dust held together by habit.Once, St Monica’s was just

another suburban Dublin parish that looked salt-of-the-earth solid. For me, the oasis began to

crumble in the summer of 1997. I was working in New York City on a J1 student visa when I

received a letter from my younger brother. I found it recently. Scrawled and ripped from a spiral

notepad, scraggly bits of paper at the top, a bulletin of form-follows-function urgency:Father

McGennis has been given an 18-month jail sentence and another 9-month sentence to run

concurrently for indecently assaulting a 13-year-old girl in hospital in 1960 … I have to say I

don’t know how I feel about it.Over twenty years later, ambivalence remains in Edenmore

about Paul McGennis, his past and how it caught up with him during his time here. Three

decades before he came to us, as a young chaplain in Our Lady’s Hospital for Sick Children in

Crumlin, he had sexually abused and taken obscene pictures of a young patient called Marie

Collins. The abuse ruined her life for decades. But then she came forward to press charges,

one of Ireland’s first clerical sexual abuse survivors to do so. Another woman from another

parish did the same. The McGennis conviction helped tip Catholic Ireland, already primed for

collapse, into a tailspin – and St Monica’s with it.There are just two slim blue files on St

Monica’s in the Dublin diocesan archives. Housed in a wing of Holy Cross College, the former

seminary for Dublin, the archive is a treasure trove of a vanished world. Even the sparse

documents held on my parish speak volumes about mid-century Irish Catholicism, its

untroubled confidence, its ways and means of establishing itself on the map, and in people’s

minds.More than a century before it became a Dublin suburb – and parish – the Parliamentary

Gazetteer of 1844–45 describes Raheny and neighbouring districts rather grandly as ‘brilliant

and beautiful, at once in natural luxuriance, in artificial decoration and in free command of a

most lovely and gorgeous landscape’.Behind Dollymount beach were meadows, orchards and

quiet country roads linking the grand houses associated with famous names like the brewing

dynasties Guinness and Jameson, and hotelier Thomas Gresham.That all changed in 1954,

diocesan files show, when Dublin Corporation’s chief planner sent Archbishop John Charles

McQuaid a full report into the corporation’s development plans for Edenmore, including details

of compulsory purchase orders. At the time the Catholic Church was the main provider of

health and education in the Republic, and this correspondence is an indicator of how this close

co-operation with the state functioned in its first decades of independence. The nuns came

first, in 1956. The Poor Servants of the Mother of God bought land to build a convent. It’s still

there, with an adjoining nursing home. Then in 1962, Dublin Corporation sold the archdiocese

sites in Edenmore for schools and a church, at cost price: £4,575.A few days later I visit the



Dublin City Archives on Pearse Street to view the plans for the rest of Edenmore: ambitious,

unrealized blueprints on crunchy tracing paper for a library, a circular ‘sunken piazza’, and a

monumental cinema with a tall clock tower. None of these were built, as architectural optimism

yielded to cost-conscious reality. By the late 1960s the real Edenmore had emerged: a windy,

open-air shopping precinct and terraces of corporation houses on a triangular area, bordered

by three main roads. Families moved out here from inner-city tenements, others were new

arrivals from outside Dublin.At the heart of the new community was a site for a permanent

church. It was never built and neither city nor diocesan archives have any blueprints for this

phantom structure. In July 1966 Archbishop McQuaid consecrated the modest temporary

structure after St Monica. There are no details on file about that occasion but the diocesan

papers contain a programme for a school consecration on 17 December 1968. It spells out the

pecking order of that time: the architect was to hand the key of St Malachy’s Boys’ School to

the archbishop who would, in turn, hand the key to an unnamed Department of Education

official. The state had funded around 85 per cent of the school capital cost – but it was built on

church land, albeit purchased at cost after notification from Dublin Corporation’s chief planner.

The transition from unspoiled meadow to concrete reality called St Monica’s is more than just

an example of close church–state co-operation. Such a term sounds mysterious and abstract:

this was Irish people – mostly men – in various institutions, working closely to establish

structures of control in a new community.After the handing over of the key, the programme for

the school consecration instructs parishioners to proceed to a Mass in St Monica’s Church

(‘Rise as Archbishop enters and kneel as he passes up centre aisle …’).From then on, only

one topic dominates the diocesan files on St Monica’s – money. Or, more precisely, what to do

about the £58,564 overdraft the new parish had inherited. In anxious letters to the archbishop

Fr Foley, the first parish priest, tells the archbishop how the bank is ‘pressing for regular

payments’ from the new, indebted parish. Salvation comes in a glossy brochure, a copy of

which is still in the file, carrying the name ‘Planned Giving’ and laying out plans for a door-to-

door envelope collection. The brochure, to be delivered to every household in the parish,

explains in friendly but firm terms what is to happen in order to make giving a planned part of

life in St Monica’s. The text urges parishioners to open their homes to a visiting local man who

‘comes as a friend … [and] does not come to beg, nor to pry into your affairs … His purpose is

to help you, if you need help, in deciding how much you should give.’Considering this is a

voluntary collection, the brochure has remarkably robust views on how much to contribute.[A

gift to the church] should have its rightful place in our budget … no gift can be worthy unless it

costs us an effort – it must be something we will miss … Our gift should reflect our Catholic

beliefs – that all we have comes from God; that we are only returning what is His; that we are

responsible for the use of His gifts.I’m reminded of the line from a fundraiser in the Eddie

Murphy film Coming to America: ‘We’re happy to get the kind of money that jingles, but we’d

rather the kind that folds.’Reading further into these files, and copious follow-up reports, the

Dublin Archdiocese’s new parish model worked here as follows: it acquires land at cost from

the city, builds a church with the bank’s money, transfers the overdraft to the local parish, leans

on parishioners to make sacrifices to pay off the debt, while insisting the buildings they are

paying off – and the money they are using to do so – belong to God, or his earthly

representatives.The brochure also tells the tale of 1960s gender roles, with a photograph of

smiling Edenmore women, sitting at school desks, who organized ‘Loyalty Suppers’. ‘Their task

is now finished and our men take over,’ the brochure says. The men aren’t squeezed into desks

for their photograph, I note. Instead they look dynamic as they pose in the church in their winter

coats, perhaps on their way to visit the homes, as promised. How many of those men, I



wonder, had compassionate eyes and ears and could sense people’s struggles raising their

young children, paying their corporation rent, and now facing financial demands from the

parish?The record shows that 965 families signed pledge cards and received a box of dated

envelopes. It also flags 120 ‘non-participating families’ who would require further attention. Fr

Foley invited the archbishop to visit St Monica’s volunteers for a ‘pep-talk’.‘Very unwise

procedure,’ noted McQuaid on the letter. ‘Has always failed. Follow Wells pattern.’ This is a

reference to the Wells Organization, a US-based professional fundraising outfit engaged by the

Dublin Archdiocese – including for the St Monica’s ‘Planned Giving’ drive. A visit by the

archbishop might impress the locals, but it could shatter illusions, too. The brochure’s familiar

tone implies the local fundraising campaign was grassroots. The implementation was, but

operating to an outside template bought in from outside and imposed from above.Reading the

slim St Monica’s file is illuminating, showing a professional approach to fundraising of which

few in the parish were aware. In its final report the Wells Organization consultant, who oversaw

planning meetings in St Monica’s, praises the local men recruited by the parish priest. They

went door to door, as the ‘real core of the Church [with] a deep sense of fellowship’. The file

doesn’t contain anything to indicate the Wells Organization’s cut of the proceeds for its

services.After an enthusiastic start, not everything went to plan with ‘Planned Giving’ in St

Monica’s. Actual contributions fell short of pledges by a half. The archdiocese warned Fr Foley

about the ‘falling standard of giving’ and suggested he agree to further professional fundraising

drives.Sitting in the Diocesan Archives, I don’t know what I expected to find in the St Monica’s

files – but it wasn’t this. Perhaps I was naïve to expect records of parish concerns, hopes or

ambitions. Instead the folders contain a series of financial reports and a pile of letters that

accompanied cheques for supplementary parish collections: Lateran Sunday (to support the

Pontifical University in Rome); Holy Cross College, Clonliffe (to support the local seminary);

Northern Ireland; Pakistan Relief; the Diocesan Central Fund … In their cover letters the

priests note the level of contributions by per-thousand of population, suggesting that someone

in Archbishop’s House maintained a parish donation league table. Perhaps there was a

diocesan map with green and red pins.St Monica’s parishioners, many raising large families on

low incomes and struggling to make ends meet, were spared the humiliations of old: the priest

reading out each parishioner’s contribution from the pulpit, starting with the most generous and

working his way down. The modern practice was more subtle and professionalized peer

pressure with a local face. The message: money may be tight, but that is no

excuse.Edenmore’s corporation house tenants were allowed to buy their homes eventually. The

dwindling numbers of Mass-going parishioners, meanwhile, are still tenants in the church that

they have paid for. Of course, someone had to pay the bills in St Monica’s. (Today the parish

debt is paid off but the envelope collection continues, alongside two Mass collections, to pay

the priests, maintain their houses and cars, and run the parish, though with ever-diminishing

returns.)At half a century’s distance, the ‘Planned Giving’ campaign imposed by the

archdiocese on St Monica’s looks to me more like planned taking. What traces, I wonder, has

this early power play left on local parishioners?There are few left in St Monica’s who have seen

everything, but the women of the parish choir, now in their seventies, have been here since the

start. Sitting in a nearby shopping centre, far busier than the Sunday Mass minutes earlier, we

find seats in a cafe and make small talk. As we get settled and pour our tea, I get the

impression that no one’s ever asked them what they’ve seen in St Monica’s. Surrounded by six

chatty women, I abandon any hope of asking questions and instead just listen. Soon they’re

rattling through a half-century cast of clerics: the snobby priest, the fussy priest, the drinking

priest, the gentle priest, the sexy priest, the womanizing priest, the abusing priest and the



obsessive-compulsive priest. They’re mad for their priests. These women, Irish mothers in the

1960s and 1970s, took them all in their stride. They were an in-between generation: more free-

spirited than their parents, who would never criticize ‘God’s holy anointed’, yet still creatures of

an upbringing and culture far more rigorous and hierarchical than my own.This Ireland,

disappearing over the horizon yet still within reach, was a world of church obedience, tacit

signals and unwritten rules. The rule-givers for these women were often the nuns who taught

them. One of the choir women, Brenda, recalls one of the Sisters’ many warnings, particularly:

‘Giving scandal is like opening a pillow of feathers.’ The saying is new to me but the women

nod in familiarity; it was just one of many pronouncements religious used to cow and contain

them.The tales pour forth. Happy memories – and there are many – are soon punctuated by

less happy ones. Without any prompting from me, talk turns to the humiliations, big and small,

these women experienced at the hands of St Monica’s passing padre cadre. The tales would

be hilarious if they weren’t so depressing. Like how the choir, of voluntary singers, was fired by

a priest for ‘disobedience’. Their crime: raising funds to replace the organ without asking his

permission.Brenda remembers another brush with disobedience. When she dared to demand

the renovation of decrepit school rooms, she got a triple dressing-down. First, from the parish

priest; then a general admonishment from the pulpit by another priest; and, finally, via barbed

remarks from a visiting bishop, who had been told in advance who she was. Decades later, she

still remembers sitting on her bed at home, weeping with frustration.The other women nod in

sympathy, and recognition, and tell similar stories. Theirs are shocking tales of everyday

callousness and emotional violence told by the mothers of today’s #metoo generation.Did

anyone push back?Kay suggests ‘somebody could have stood up and said no’, but isn’t sure

who that somebody should have been.‘Nobody ever did, that’s why it went as it did,’ she says

quietly.The huge power discrepancy between priest and parishioners, the roots of control in

parishes like St Monica’s, was viewed as an order so natural it was rarely discussed or even

consciously noted. It was just the way it was. Most of the women gathered here finishing off

their tea realize, in hindsight, that the relationship between priests and people was based on

an exchange of power and trust. Once abuse of the people’s trust went too far – with the

McGennis revelations – the clergy’s power was undermined terminally. But everything that is

clear in hindsight was less clear at the time.The structures that once seemed impervious to

challenge lie in ruins, but they have left a wincing legacy. In a resigned voice Rita says that

there was ‘a lot of fear in the Church. That’s where all this anger came from, a huge backlash

because they had such control.’As they gather their things these women, all still practising

Catholics, say their faith remains strong but private. A clergy that once dominated them now

seems pitifully weak. Looking back, Brenda wonders if the priests were so arrogant because

they were so revered.‘Weren’t we very stupid,’ she says, ‘to believe everything they told

us?’Behind her bright tone, I hear pain.Back at St Monica’s Church, the morning Mass-goers

are long gone, as is the priest. But sacristan Bridie Kelly is still here, just as she’s been for fifty

years. With salty Dublin humour to match her accent, she has mastered the art of motherly

chastisement that gets the best results with Irish priests. The foolish priests cross her, the

smart ones know to not even try.As she tidies the sacristy, she tells me how a boy from St

Malachy’s school asked her recently, ‘Missus, is this your church?’‘“Why?” says I.‘Says he,

“Because you’re always here.”’Bridie’s seen it all here: an IRA funeral with an all-female armed

guard of honour; a bomb scare; robbers who dragged her by her neck through the church,

looking for the collection money. She stepped in once when a priest was a no-show for Mass,

leading a prayer service with little fuss. She stepped in, too, when another priest’s housekeeper

ran out of his house, screaming that she had seen the Virgin Mary on the stairs. Her voice



lowers when talk turns to 1997, when parishioners learned why Fr Paul McGennis was gone

for good.‘We knew something was up, as he came and went from the parish, but few asked

questions. We knew it was permanent when his name disappeared from his Confession

box.’Paul McGennis pleaded guilty to four counts of indecent assault. After an appeal he

served nine months in prison. But the case has never really ended. Not for the now elderly

priest, not for his victims, not for his sister – a teacher in a local school – and certainly not for

the parishioners of St Monica’s.When her case became public, Marie Collins, abused by

McGennis in 1960, told me she had begged Archbishop Desmond Connell to send counsellors

to St Monica’s. He never bothered.‘They left it up to poor old Fr Geaney,’ says Bridie, sitting in

the empty sacristy.Michael Geaney was the parish priest at the time, a silver-haired, soft-

spoken Corkman who struggled to impose any authority on Paul McGennis. He knew his

curate was a strange one, but not a serious problem. Though McGennis got on famously with

children, his demeanour and body language helped him keep adults out of his life – and his

house. Not even his fellow priests got past his front door. After underestimating his curate, it fell

to Michael Geaney to explain the unfolding McGennis horror to parishioners.I was in New York

at the time, but Bridie watched Fr Geaney’s ordeal up close: ‘He started to cry and ran out the

back there, I had to run out after him into the field and bring him back. He nearly threw up. It

was a terrible time, an awful time.’I was born in 1977 and, though I worked alongside him

closely as an altar boy, I remember little about Paul McGennis during his time in St Monica’s.

He was a shy, balding man in his mid-fifties, with greasy hair, thick glasses and a chronic

inability to meet anyone’s gaze. He was notorious among parishioners for his long, muttered

Masses. Someone once said to me, ‘If you want to understand the concept of eternity, go sit

through one of his sermons.’I actually quite liked his sermons. As I mentioned, I was a bookish

child and, to me, his sermons’ ideas about faith and God and the world – theology for

beginners – appealed to me more than the other priests’ more pastoral fare. Like the man

himself, McGennis Masses were at odds with their surroundings.Though he liked a long Mass,

Paul McGennis also liked to cut it fine with time, roaring up behind the church at the last minute

in a white VW Beetle, usually filled with children. As he readied himself for Mass, I often

opened the sacristy door and watched them playing with the car lights, wipers, radio. Why were

they not coming into Mass, I wondered, and where were their parents?I saw the same children

– or were they different ones? – when my mother sent me to his house to get his signature on

papers for the school board of management, of which both were members. He never answered

the door, a child always did. Looking into the dim hallway, I saw more children dangling from

the bannister or looking down from the upstairs landing. How many had he taken in? I felt as

little connection to these children, mostly girls, as I did to the boys from the corporation houses

in my class at school. One part of my brain found it all deeply strange, but another part

accepted it. The set-up felt like the 1980s television sitcom Diff’rent Strokes, but with an edge

rather than laughs.My younger brother felt the same. In his 1997 letter, he said that he

suspected ‘there was more to it than just those two offences’. He wrote:I always remember the

[surname omitted] and [surname omitted] kids in his house regularly. I knew about this two

months ago but didn’t want to say anything lest I slander the man. It’s quite a sordid affair but at

the same time I find it very interesting how different people are reacting.My brother doesn’t

remember now who had what reaction then. By the time I returned from New York in

September, ready to learn more about the greatest scandal ever to rock our sleepy parish, I

was surprised and disappointed to find it had been buried. McGennis was not referred to, as if

he – and the scandal – had never happened.I’m curious to know more, at two decades’

distance, about the motivation to close down debate.Were people afraid to scatter the nuns’



metaphorical feathers of scandal – or were they concerned some of the feathers might blow

back on them?2. The lies we tell ourselves‘… he had no problem with little boys but, “if he had

a problem, it was with little girls …”’1Murphy ReportThey call Des Lynch the Pope of

Edenmore. Born in 1926 in Kilmessan, Co. Meath, he’s lived locally since 1963. You’ll still find

him sitting at the back of the church after Sunday Mass, fresh and full of chat. I meet him in his

living room, surrounded by photographs and memories.Des helped set up the local GAA club

and approached the first parish priest, Fr Foley, about using a field behind the church as a

pitch. He doesn’t know if Fr Foley even owned the land, but in those days you went to a priest

on matters like this.‘Fr Foley told us “possession is nine-tenths of the law” and we had

goalposts in that evening,’ laughs Des.He raised six children and saw the parish hold together

despite the challenges of drugs, joyriding and crime. Those all made the papers, he says, less

so the community spirit that was always stronger. Until the McGennis saga triggered a slump in

Mass attendance – and the door-to-door church collection he once helped organize.‘The

money went down from £900 to £200 or £300, and that was a lot,’ he says.He remembers

challenging Paul McGennis about the children in his car, but more as a warning than an

accusation: ‘I says to him, “All it’d take is one of them to say something …”’Des remembers

Paul McGennis not meeting his gaze and saying the children were minding the car for him.‘And

I didn’t think of anything else,’ says Des.Sacristan Bridie Kelly clashed regularly with Paul

McGennis over the young local girls in his car, his house and his life. She was furious that he

allowed them to count the weekly collection money.‘He’d say, “Ah, Bridie, they could be

standing on a street corner,”’ she remembers. ‘I told him, “They should be in bed.” But I never

saw the man doing anything, that’s the truth of God.’Goretti Groves remembers the priest, who

lived next door to her, as a rude man who would knock you down reversing out of his drive if

you weren’t careful. Her mother-in-law complained to Fr Geaney about children in the

McGennis house during school hours, she says, but got nowhere. Sitting in her kitchen, Goretti

can’t understand why I’m feeling uneasy about both seeing and not seeing what was going on

with Paul McGennis.‘We were closer to him than you are, living right next door, and there’s no

way in the world … I wouldn’t blame myself,’ she says.She was often annoyed by the girls

sitting on the priest’s wall, running in and out of the house, laughing and joking. She says she

never let her children into his house but isn’t sure why not.Grazing my way through the biscuits

she’s placed before me, I tell her I’m not interested in blame but a wider understanding of the

time. I’m not quite sure I’m even convincing myself, though, so I decide to leave her kitchen

and continue my walk.As I leave, she repeats her advice to me – at least I think it was

addressed to me – ‘I wouldn’t blame myself for something I didn’t know was going on.’I

continue my circuit of Edenmore, somewhere I rarely walked before, on the hunt for answers to

questions that have me here and not in Berlin. If the McGennis past doesn’t bother people

here, who have lived with it, maybe that should be good enough for me. To my outsider’s eye,

though, the approach here to dealing with the past resembles not dealing with it.For over forty

years Breda Doyle has helped run the St Monica’s youth club. Back in the early 1990s, young

local girls began telling her stories about how Fr McGennis took them swimming – but made

them change in his house. For Breda the girls’ tales were strange but she thought no more of

them until her sister, on hearing them, urged Breda to report her concerns to the parish. Breda

told the young curate, Fr Eugene Taaffe. After a year and no progress, she says she pressed

him again after Mass in the sacristy.‘He said to me, “Get out! I’m sick listening to you. I told you

I reported it!”’ says Breda in her living room, her voice trembling at the memory.‘I said to him,

“I’m going, Fr Taaffe, to the Eastern Health Board to report it. I hope you can sleep at night, I

know I will.”’She filed a report to the health board around the same time as Marie Collins was



filing her complaint to the Garda and the net closed on Paul McGennis.When I track down Fr

Taaffe in his current parish, he says he has no memory of that confrontation.Breda had general

concerns about children hanging around the house, Taaffe recalls, things he says now were

‘common knowledge in the neighbourhood’ at the time.‘At no stage, with God as my judge, did

Breda ever say anything specific to me about Paul McGennis,’ says Fr Taaffe. He says he

reported the concerns, and some of his own, to parish priest Michael Geaney, who seemed

either unable or unwilling to do anything. Today, with two decades’ distance, Fr Taaffe says he

felt trapped: between the kind but conflict-averse parish priest and McGennis, a strange

loner.Like many in the parish the late Fr Geaney viewed McGennis as odd, nothing more, says

Fr Taaffe, and there was nothing more to be done.‘I feel for the people that were hurt,’ he says,

‘but if I had known more at the time I would have moved hell and high water to make something

happen.’Breda, still a daily Mass-goer, is as unimpressed with Fr Taaffe’s memory of their

conversations as she is with former McGennis neighbours she remembers approaching her

quietly after he was arrested.‘They said they knew all about the children but were afraid to do

anything,’ she said.The conflicting versions of what happened in Edenmore in the 1990s may

never be resolved, at least not as long as the silence prevails. That silence – familiar to other

parishes around Ireland – keeps a lid on discussion and inhibits reflection over who knew what

about what was going on, who acted, who didn’t and why.Breda Doyle, by going to the health

board, got attention. But others who complained to the priests got none. Some felt helpless, or

powerless to speak, fearful of spreading scandal where there might have been nothing. Some

had been humiliated by priests in the past, others put priests in their place. Others didn’t care,

or couldn’t afford to. And there was the social snobbery factor, familiar even in places like

Edenmore, where some children are cherished less than others.Ask around in Edenmore even

today and a sharp tone prevails when talk turns to the children who spent time in the McGennis

house. They threw stones, says one woman; they called other children names, says a second;

they were ‘little bitches’, says a third.In Edenmore, there is no sympathy for McGennis but not

much more for the minors seen most often in his company. Some thought it was nice he was

bringing deprived children swimming and buying them sweets. Others say they saw nothing

odd in the McGennis set-up, once it wasn’t their children.In the garden behind his house,

‘John’ (not his real name)fn1 is feeding his pigeons in their shiny garden chalet. As he closes

the door, leaving the radio blaring for them, I notice his tattoos and his wariness when I

mention the name McGennis. And then he starts to talk.He fathered thirteen children and

raised them in a three-bedroom corporation house. He was an alcoholic until five years ago, he

says, matter-of-factly. Everyone in Edenmore knew that some of his children – as well as

children from at least two other disadvantaged families – were regular visitors to the McGennis

house which was nearby. John’s family all did odd jobs for McGennis: he did wallpapering and

painting; his wife washed the priest’s curtains. She doesn’t want to talk, insisting she didn’t

know the priest. John didn’t go to Mass, he says, but McGennis still helped them out, just as a

local nun financed the roof of an extension to the family home.‘The girls were in and out of the

house but never said much, I never knew anything until he was charged,’ he says. ‘One used to

be with him. She died.’That daughter took her life; a son died sleeping rough.A heavy silence

lies between us as we stand in the back garden, a burden of unmanageable grief and regret –

stretching right back to his early years. John is drifting back now, talking about being sent as a

teenager to St Conleth’s reformatory school in Daingean, Co. Offaly. He remembers cutting turf

on the bog and watching a Christian Brother, ‘a mad fucker’, beating boys with an iron bar.‘I

don’t forget, but you’re making me feel brutal,’ he says, eyes welling up. We grew up a short

walk from each other, I realize during that silence, but in different worlds. Between the deep



breaths I see deep pain, violence and no language to express any of it. For me, this past is a

puzzle; for him it is a deep wound. What right do I have to poke around in there?‘Mary’ is one of

the girls from the McGennis house. It was girls like her, from large, often struggling, families in

the corporation houses, who trooped in and out and were chosen by him to ‘mind’ his car while

he said Mass. She has mixed memories of St Monica’s in the 1980s. On the one hand she

remembers a close community, with people out on the streets, mothers chatting, children

playing rounders. On the other hand, her memories of school are mainly the stark contrast

between the nuns’ behaviour towards girls like her and those from the nearby private housing

estates.‘The girls from Edenmore were treated horrifically, like dirt. The girls from the private

estates were treated well – and this from nuns, people of the Church,’ she says.In the 1980s

Edenmore was a place of huge social problems. For the most vulnerable families, McGennis

was a one-man social worker: giving children somewhere to go, bringing them to the beach,

buying girls dresses and boys shoes. As a young girl, Mary felt drawn to the man in the flat

navy cloth cap. Yet she knew something was wrong every time he looked at her from the corner

of his eye.‘He tried to touch me on the leg, but I pushed him off. He kept away from the

streetwise children like me,’ she says. Instinctively, she knew not to stay around McGennis for

extended periods. That spared her, but she is less sure about girls she used to know – girls,

like her, reared at the bottom of the St Monica’s social pecking order, but less able to look out

for themselves. ‘He knew which girls to pick on. My mam told us not to be going around his

house, everyone knew it was weird.’Old, buried memories flow back into her mind. Like the belt

game, where McGennis would tie a belt around his waist, she says, and get the girls to swing

around. She has another image of a girl with Down’s syndrome bouncing happily on an

upstairs bed in the McGennis house, her skirt flying up in the air.‘He was just standing there

looking at her. I remember calling her down and bringing her home,’ says Mary.Still, Mary

insists that she witnessed no sexual or physical abuse. Her strangest memory is of the

discovery she made in the sitting room one day, when a sudden movement of light drew her

attention to the wall.‘He’d drilled a hole right through to the back sitting room and covered it

with some kind of glass dome or lens,’ she said. ‘There was a wire coming out the back and a

bulky camera. I remember saying to a friend, “He’s some kind of weirdo pervert!” and the two of

us laughing as we ran up the road to the park.’Mary still lives in Edenmore and, when she

looks back on her time around Paul McGennis as a young girl in the 1980s, it is with a muted

concern and sense of distance. She still has her faith and knows of many good priests and

nuns, she says, but stays away from St Monica’s. She likes where she lives but is wary of a

place where the social hierarchy left girls from homes like hers as fair game for a priest.‘He

knew to pass up those higher up the ranks,’ she said. Even in a working-class parish like St

Monica’s the link between social status and the likelihood of facing clerical abuse is

complicated and causes conflict, Mary says. ‘So we’d rather just brush it under the carpet.’And

what does Mary make of Bridie Kelly’s fears about the girls McGennis had helping him with the

church collection?‘If I’m one hundred per cent honest with you, me and my friends used to rob

him,’ says Mary. ‘He’d have us counting the Mass collection and we’d take a pound or two out

of the packets and buy sweets. We’d be delighted because we wouldn’t see sweets from one

end of the month to another.’The house once occupied by Paul McGennis is now home to Fr

Dave Lumsden, a popular local priest some call the glue holding together a frayed parish. In

the living room – freshly decorated and with a furniture showroom feel – he talks about how

familiar Edenmore is to him.He grew up in Walkinstown in south-west Dublin and remembers

the spoken and unspoken of the working-class Catholic childhood. The memories people

discuss, he says, are the quiet generosity and community spirit, sharing the little there was.



Memories less discussed include social control, alcoholism and violence. Authority and power

from outside was feared and Fr Dave can still recall the name of the local school attendance

officer, Mr Rice, who could send mitching boys to Artane Industrial School. ‘If you don’t

behave,’ Fr Dave’s parents would say, ‘we’ll send you to Artane.’ For generations of Dubliners,

Artane was a byword for hell, a threat existing in that limbo of knowing and not knowing. Other

parts of the country have their own Artanes.‘We knew nothing of Artane but my parents knew it

was a place of brutality,’ he says. ‘They weren’t threatening Butlin’s on us.’The priest is familiar,

too, with the unspoken language of Irish clerical sexual abuse of children. While posted to

Ballyfermot he helped young local men file criminal complaints against the serial abuser Fr

Tony Walsh. The men were clearly grateful for his support: they stayed in the Church and Fr

Dave baptized their children. It’s not hard to see why he earned their respect. Fr Dave is a

different sort of priest: a late vocation, street-smart and nobody’s fool. He is wary of talking

about the McGennis era. Perhaps because he knows he came too late to fix anything.Of all the

priests to send to St Monica’s immediately after the McGennis trauma, the archdiocese chose

to send Fr Eddie Griffin. Fr Griffin had no interest in discussing the case, working through the

damage done or even attempting a fix. Quite the opposite: Eddie Griffin, who followed Michael

Geaney as parish priest, was the least likely man in the entire archdiocese to be interested in

this difficult job. In the 1980s, when Marie Collins had plucked up the courage to reveal what

Paul McGennis had done to her twenty years earlier, she confided in her local priest. That

priest was Fr Griffin. He dismissed her story of abuse, she says, and set her back ten years. In

that lost decade, Paul McGennis was in circulation in Edenmore.Eddie Griffin divided opinion in

Edenmore. Some found him cheery, and are thankful for how he renovated the run-down

church. Others resent him for, as one parishioner told me, ‘buying new carpet and brushing the

McGennis thing under it’.Fr Griffin, now retired, declined my interview requests.St Monica’s

parish rose and fell in tandem with the recent fortunes of the official Church. If it is to be revived

it will, like the Church itself, need to be led by the people. There are many in Edenmore trying

to do their best for the area. But this time it’s on their terms.Theresa Kelly is an example of this

local leadership. She is the kind of person every neighbourhood needs: engaged and

energetic, with a campaigner’s impatience for social injustice and political bullshit. On another

trip to Dublin we sit together in ‘Special Occasions’, her pop-up shop in Edenmore Shopping

Centre, surrounded by donated Communion dresses. This year’s Communion dress trend, I

read in a newspaper a few weeks previously, is ‘Audrey Hepburn’. However, the people who

come here have no time, or money, for new trends. Instead they come here for one of the

donated dresses that are all new, Theresa says, and just as beautiful. Locals can kit out their

children for their big day for €50 – or nothing, if they can’t afford it.It’s an idea Theresa had after

overhearing two mothers of Communion-age children discussing money lenders. She isn’t a

Mass-goer, thanks in part to a wounding remark from a priest years ago. But Theresa says her

religion is ‘rock solid’ and she loves bouncing ideas off Fr Dave to rebuild the community.

Theresa and Fr Dave have worked together on a memorial tree for the dead; a church plaque

for stillborn babies; children’s Christmas hampers; and a sensory garden for the elderly and

disabled.After two frozen decades, good things are happening again in Edenmore. Rather than

expecting top-down priest action, and parishioner obedience, Theresa and others are doing

things themselves. Her phone never stops ringing as we chat. She wants to give back. As much

as if not more than many Mass-goers, she is living the Christian spirit.‘We’re trying to get away

from what happened down there,’ she says, nodding towards the nearby house once occupied

by Paul McGennis.Is it possible, I ask her, to revisit that time and resolve the unresolved?‘I

don’t know if too much time has elapsed to go back there, or if people bottling it up need to let



it out.’You’ll find May Gray at the back of St Monica’s Church selling Catholic newspapers and

magazines. Today, though, I’m sitting in her kitchen and we’re studying an old parish directory

from the early 1990s. Printed just before the McGennis revelations, the directory is evidence of

how everything here was once linked to the parish church, from the cub scouts to the

horticultural society. Now in her eighties, May has the quiet, kind but firm air that reminds me of

nuns I’ve known. Over tea and buns, she recalls living opposite Paul McGennis.From her front

window she remembers looking over and seeing children sitting on his wall, waiting for him to

come back. Her only thought at the time: That man is going to get himself into shocking trouble.

She is clear about one thing: she never thought he was the problem.‘I just thought he should

have some cop-on. I didn’t suspect, in my innocence …’ she says.As she sips hot tea she

explains her view of the last two decades. The revelations never rattled her own faith, but she

sees how they catalysed the general decline in Mass attendance.‘People were looking for an

opportunity to put their coats on and go,’ she says. ‘They blamed it all on the priests, everyone

was painted with the same brush.’A day later I bump into her again. She’s been thinking about

our conversation and worries she was too negative. The Church is struggling now, she says,

but she’s confident it will come back stronger. But she’s not sure what the Church has to sort

out, or where it needs to begin.She urges me not to reproach myself over the Paul McGennis

episode.‘Get that out of your head because, in the first place, you were young and no one

would have believed you if you had known anything,’ she says. ‘I wouldn’t dwell on it. What’s to

be gained?’St Monica’s is no different to dozens of parishes around Ireland that have known

abusing clerics, and it has at least three histories. In one history, McGennis was just one more

thing piled on top of deprivation, unemployment, drugs, limited social services. In another

history, the sparse diocesan files documenting St Monica’s early days are all about money,

debt and control. And St Monica’s third, unwritten history is one of kindness, comfort and

compassion. The parish church filled the many gaps left by the Irish state. Many of the priests

and nuns here – on this locals agree – were kind, patient and selfless people. Others were

strange, while some were nursing serious problems.And there were many abusing and abusive

priests in Edenmore besides Paul McGennis. A man tells me all about another priest who I

remember, who often ejaculated all over him. He is happy for me to tell his story in detail but,

when I am unwilling to pay for it, rescinds permission. A well-known Irish figure who grew up in

our parish tells me how a priest groped her sister as they were gathered around their dying

mother, but she’d rather not go on the record. Another woman from Edenmore I meet by

chance, now living outside Ireland, tells me how the same priest groped her when she was

fourteen, then refused to marry her in the church because she admitted not going to Mass. She

decided to push back.‘I told him that I was doing the church wedding for my mother and gran.

“We’ll all be there and if you’re not, I’ll tell them what you did to me.” I’m not proud of what I

said, but the priest was there.’The more stones of the past I lift, the more emerges from below.

The more you look the more you see, but who wants to go back willingly to struggle with what

they heard and didn’t hear, saw and didn’t see, knew and didn’t know?St Monica’s is unique in

some ways yet typical in others for what was once Catholic Ireland. From wounding remarks to

far worse, the traumas of abuse – verbal, physical, sexual as well as abuses of power – hang

over the parish and its residents, past and present.When I returned to Edenmore from New

York in 1997 the McGennis episode had appeared buried. And yet, twenty years on, no one

has forgotten.I have been away so long, always predestined to leave, that I may have forfeited

my right to probe the motivations of those who stayed, to intrude on their pain. Perhaps my

preoccupation with the McGennis episode is about me and not Edenmore. Judging by the

apathy towards the Church, the empty pews on Sundays, people have made up their minds



and voted with their feet. Nothing to see here. How much truth, I wonder, can a parish like St

Monica’s handle? The people here have been through a lot. Sometimes it’s easier – necessary

– to keep going rather than looking deeper. But at what cost?After the McGennis debacle, no

one from the archdiocese ever came out to explain what had happened, or offered help with

the pain. Archbishop Diarmuid Martin tells me he once visited, much later, and delivered a

homily. Perhaps it helped. He seems to think so. Honouring the archdiocese’s broken promise

to Marie Collins – of therapists and other assistance – would have been better. The moment for

that has passed now.The parish of St Monica’s Edenmore lives on, but not as John Charles

McQuaid intended: tied tightly around the church and serving priests. Even a relatively modern,

urban parish like ours felt the tractor beam of clerical control, radiating out and manifesting

itself in people’s lives, framing what they saw, or felt they could say.Edenmore has produced

drug dealers and joyriders, but also sculptors and several journalists. People respond to their

past in a way that is best for them. I’ve been gone from this place for two decades, but it won’t

let me go. Because it has changed me, and I’m not yet sure how. Our parish experienced a

kind of violence that leaves direct and indirect traces which, in turn, colour memories of the

past. I wonder, if we put these pieces together – in Edenmore and beyond – would a more

complex picture of Ireland’s recent past emerge than the one currently on offer?The black and

white, us-and-them narrative – created immediately in the aftermath of abuse revelations – was

natural, necessary and even useful. It shattered taboos and allowed criminal investigation and

state inquiries into clerical sexual abuse, and those who tried to cover it up. But such inquiries,

in particular establishing the guilt of individuals, are limited by their very nature. They are no

substitute for revisiting the past collectively, to explore how the pain and shame experienced

then lingers on in us today. Going back challenges us to face what US therapist Elvin Semrad

described as the greatest source of human suffering: ‘the lies we tell ourselves’.A precondition

for a meaningful conversation about our past is admitting that this past is ours, all of it. But

even if we agreed to own our Catholic past – and, as I will learn, that is a big ‘if’ for some – do

we even know what this past entails? I certainly don’t. I thought Edenmore was the beginning

of the story but now I realize it’s time to head back to the real start.3. Into the Celtic mist‘For all

we Irish, inhabitants of the world’s edge, are disciples of Saints Peter and Paul … and we

accept nothing outside the evangelical and apostolic teaching.’1St ColumbanusThe old stone

ruin, standing in the cold Dingle drizzle, is not the most hospitable place to start a journey into

Ireland’s Christian past. A more obvious place would have been the Book of Kells in Trinity

College, Dublin. But like many native Dubliners, I avoided what I felt was a tourist attraction and

I was thirty-six when I finally went. I stood in front of the massive panels showing illuminated

pages from the book on the walls of the visitor centre before shuffling into a darkened room.

And there it was, finally, in front of me in a glass display case – a small, dull, brown book

looking far less illuminated than I expected.Muttering ‘Is that it?’ I wandered out again. I felt

annoyed at having spent €14, disappointed for not feeling holier in its presence, and amused at

how the bright marketing images had hijacked my imagination. Without realizing it, I had

already learned my first lesson about how we remember our early Christian ancestors:

brightened up and idealized for modern consumption. But even the Book of Kells, I will learn,

has a shadowy side.So if the Book of Kells is not the place to start my journey back to Ireland’s

Christian roots, why not take a boat out to the rocky island called Skellig Michael? It is an

extraordinary place of beehive cells, puffins and big, open questions. But its recent use as a

location in the Star Wars series has left me fearing the old monks have been displaced by Jedi

tourists.Here in Dingle, many on a journey like mine would have settled for the Gallarus

Oratory down the road. It has an interpretive centre and, more important as I feel a squeeze in



my bladder, a visitor toilet. Gallarus is a corbelledfn1 stone clochánfn2: like a Skellig beehive

cell crossed with an upturned stone boat. Almost five metres long with a low door at one end

and a window at the other, the stones reach up to meet above. With no mortar, it is held

together largely by the ingenuity of skilled stonemasons (and some discreet love from the

Office of Public Works). Gallarus has weathered thousands of Atlantic storms, though no one is

quite sure how many.I was there years ago and it was an impressive and humbling experience

entering what some claim is Ireland’s oldest intact church. Entering Gallarus, Seamus Heaney

once said, was like ‘going into a turf-stack’.Though completely dry inside, a welcome prospect

on a day like today, Gallarus is wrong for my purposes. Like the Book of Kells and the Skelligs,

Gallarus is now a tourist destination and an idealized part of our past, like the good front room

reserved for the priest but otherwise ignored by the house-dwellers.Though I know what I don’t

want, I’m not sure what I am looking for. Ahead of my journey, looking for an answer, I seek out

Peter Harbison, one of Ireland’s pre-eminent archaeologists. Sitting in the bright reading room

of the Royal Irish Academy (RIA) on Dawson Street, in the heart of Dublin city centre, I tell him

I’m looking for a place that captures the non-idealized essence of early Irish

Catholicism.Looking dapper in his greenish tweed jacket, Peter listens thoughtfully and, with a

knowing sparkle in his eyes, he says, ‘You want Kilmalkedar.’In the RIA library, his second

home, Peter pulls out original massive volumes of the Ordnance Survey. He flicks with

confident fingers to the Dingle Peninsula map, studies a vast page for a moment and then

points triumphantly to Kilmalkedar and St Brendan’s Oratory.Some suggest Dingle’s oratories

are from the fifth century and served as chapels, but Peter Harbison is not convinced. Drystone

structures like these are almost impossible to date, he says, particularly when they have a

building style that remained unchanged for long periods. Peter believes the Dingle clocháin

were built somewhere between the ninth and twelfth centuries and derive their name from ‘Gall

Aras’ meaning something like ‘shelter for foreigners’ – those visiting the peninsula, in particular

pilgrims.It may be just one of Ireland’s oldest pilgrimage bed and breakfasts, I tell him, but

Kilmalkedar sounds good enough to me. So here I am striding up from the road, taking a gravel

path skirting a field, and there, hidden behind wind-crippled trees, is Gallarus’s lesser known

cousin: St Brendan’s Oratory.History has been less kind to this structure than Gallarus – and

fewer tourists come as a result. Stoop low, step through the entrance with its lintel stone, and

you enter a curious space. On all four sides, the walls are composed of flat, flinty stones, one

stone resting on the next. Follow the line of the structure from the ground up, and something

interesting happens. Almost imperceptibly, the stones in the side walls change direction. They

rise and move inward, narrowing the space. Up and up, layer upon layer of stone until around

row forty-four, without warning, the stones simply stop.The upper wall and roof have collapsed

long ago, the fallen stones have vanished. This was a structure its builder intended to remain,

supported by its own contrary corbelled construction, but instead it has collapsed in on itself.

These oratories with their elongated beehive design, Peter told me in Dublin, are prone to

sagging. The corbelling technique eventually reaches its limits, then gravity wins.And yet the

missing roof here feels less a disappointment than a liberation: a clochán coupé, open to the

world, weeping gently in the drizzle. In my mind I hear Leonard Cohen, crooning about the

crack in everything that lets the light in.What’s gone is gone but just as interesting is what has

endured: the narrow window still looks perfectly east, to catch the rising sun, for whoever once

found themselves here. A place like this would have attracted all sorts of people, whether

worshipping or resting from a long day’s pilgrimage: believers, doubters and the many who

embraced religion as a social outlet. The beliefs and struggles of this oratory’s visitors were

probably more similar to our own than we might imagine.This oratory, half-hidden and forgotten



by many, seems as fitting a tribute to our Christian heritage as more impressive sites, many

now tourist attractions. Like them, this building was built to last, and went on and on until it

simply stopped and collapsed – without fully disappearing.Outside, it’s hard to tell if the oratory

just sits on the landscape or if, like even the enfeebled Catholic Church in today’s Ireland, it has

foundations that go far deeper than the eye can see.Nearby a tree, its shape mangled by the

wind, is growing out of an ancient stone wall. A robin sitting on the wall studies me and hops

away again. The tree, the bird, the wall, the curious visitor – making up a scene today that

could just as easily be part of the landscape any time in the previous 1,300 years. The oratory

has been here a long time and will be here long after we are all gone. For now it seems a

suitable metaphorical starting point I am seeking for the Church in Ireland: something built to

last, collapsed under its inbuilt flaws, laid low and far from the mainstream of daily life. And

deep foundations linger that, whether heeded or ignored, still make a mark.If we’re going to

own our history, it means owning places like Kilmalkedar and all that the ruin represents.

Standing in the isolation of the Dingle Peninsula, I wonder what was already going wrong with

Christian Ireland when this oratory was built. A bad decision was taken with its roof, clearly, but

perhaps with the best of intentions, the most advanced knowledge of the time. Maybe it was

just careless builders. But if the roof hadn’t collapsed, we might never have seen its flaws – or

maybe chosen not to.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing Book. Scally's analysis is riveting for this Irish American from

Boston who just received her Irish citizenship but was uneasy about going to live there.Many of

the abuses he defines we also had in the Boston area. There will be more revelations about

our Catholic misogyny and how it played itself out in mother and baby homes, nursing

homes,industrial schools and orphanages.So...truth and reconciliation and an end to the

Patriarchy expressed by the Catholic Church and their State enablers!”

lynn morgan, “Prompts uncomfortable conversation and thoughts. There was always a simple

'everybody is Catholic in Ireland' viewpoint. It was much like saying the planet has 1.2 billion

Catholics - it is almost meaningless.The author asks many questions throughout the book

which make us consider why Ireland became so controlled by the Church in the first place, the

various governments and their role in the continued upholding of a national faith, the many

scandals and how the Irish people need to consider their involvement in those abuses. It

doesn't accept a black and white argument.The author shows how he struggles with the many

questions asked and how so many people that he looked to for answers, gave a mixture of

emotions when asked.The one thing the book does not consider is the actual belief system

and the many merits of that actual faith. Yes the author is right to discuss rules and obedience

but falls short in actually discussing the mysteries of the faith and why it attracts people. He

does make the point that many people need spirituality of sorts but does not discuss it in
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enough detail. I think that is necessary if you are going to ask why people continue to believe

even when they are horrified at the behaviour of an institution they are part of.That aside its a

well written book, albeit it's distressing in parts. It makes people ask themselves what their role

was and how history could have been different if they had acted differently.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Religion and history in Ireland. This is a very well written and deeply

researched book about a very emotive subject. The author has done an exceptional job as I

found it an easy read and gained a better understanding of Irish history and the place of

religion in its formation and, to my surprise, of my own upbringing with Catholicism and how

that impacted me.”

Ciaran M., “A must read. A must have for Irish Catholics or ex Irish Catholics like me. Helps

explain the background, wider context and extent of the control the church had on the Irish.

Highly recommend it”

Jimmy, “Must read for anyone interested in Irish history and society. Couldn’t put it down and as

objective a view as one could have on this awful subject.  Highly recommend reading”
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